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The Lutheran Manual on Scriptural Principles
Evangelism Training ManualThe goal of this manual is to train Christians to
effectively communicate the gospel. Ideally, these Christians should have a
consistent, stable relationship with God, have a regular personal devotion time,
faithfully attend a Bible study (or other small group), seek fellowship with
Christians, and begin to show concern for friends and relatives who are not
Christians. 15 sessions in this manual with homework assignments for some
sessions Each disciple will use the WDA Evangelism Training Workbook and
purchase More Than a Carpenter by Josh McDowell.Evangelism Training:Session #1
Introduction To The GospelSession #2 What Is The Gospel?Session #3 Evangelism
As A Process Session #4 Levels Of Openness To Christ Session #5 How To Prepare
And Give A Testimony Session #6 TestimoniesTime Management:Session #7 Time
Management Part ISession #8 Time Management Part IIApologetics:Session #9
Apologetics: Dealing With Common QuestionsSession #10-15 Apologetics: More
Than A CarpenterEvangelism Resources

The Church Member's Manual of Ecclesiastical Principles,
Doctrine, and Discipline
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A Manual of Congregational Principles
This book is a complete tool kit on how Christians can be "lighthouses" to their
neighbors and reach them with the gospel. It includes thirty-five chapters, each
written by a leader in his or her field.

The Christian Work and the Evangelist
Drawing on the wisdom of insightful leaders around the country, Josh McDowell's
Youth Ministry Handbook equips youth workers to help kids connect with God--and
with their parents, their peers, and a world in need of Christ. Featuring articles
from Dawson McAllister, Barry St. Clair, Jim Burns, Tony Campolo, Al Menconi, John
Maxwell, George Barna, and others, this is an invaluable leadership resource with
practical, useful ideas for today's youth workers.

A Manual for Evangelism/church Growth
A Manual of Congregational Principles
Evangelism: Passion for the Lost (Manual)
When Helping Hurts
While every Christian should be a witness and should "be ready always to give an
answer to every man that asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you" (1 Peter
3:15), not every Christian has a dominant gift of evangelism. TEAM Evangelism is
designed to fit the 90 percent of Christians who do not have this gift, while it
acknowledges the 10 percent who do have the gift and shows how both groups can
work together to reach others for Christ. TEAM Evangelism helps every church
member find their place in the team and work together as a team to fulfill the
Great Commission, bonding the unchurched to Christ and the local church where
they can develop into mature Christians. This 160-page book presents a no-guilt,
no-pressing-for-decision strategy that allows you to be yourself while influencing
your loved ones for Christ. Includes one spiritual gifts inventory and one TEAM
Mate booklet.

Supplement to the Digest of the Acts and Proceedings of the
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United
States
Team Evangelism
A Manual of Christian Evidences for Jewish People
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Basic Principles of Preaching
Hopewell provides step-by-step instructions to introduce the Joshua Ministry model
to church leadership and move congregations from the pews to the harvest fields.

Southern Presbyterian Review
The medical missionary work should be a part of the work of every church in our
land (Counsels on Health, 514). By the ministry of the word, the gospel is
preached; by medical missionary work, the gospel is practiced (Vol. 13 Manuscript
Releases, 303). Physical healing is bound up with the gospel commission. In the
work of the gospel, teaching and healing are never to be separated (Ministry of
Healing, 140). We have come to a time when every member of the church needs to
take hold of medical missionary work (Vol. 16 Manuscript Releases, p. 145). The
gospel is bound up with medical missionary work. Neither is to stand alone (Vol. 13
Manuscript Releases 303). We should ever remember that the object of the
medical missionary work is to point sin-sick men and women to the man of Calvary
(Ministry of Healing, 144). He (Jesus) made each work of healing an occasion of
implanting in the heart the divine principles of his love and benevolence. Thus, his
followers are to work (Review and Herald, May 2, 1912).

The Joshua Ministry Evangelism Implementation Manual
The Baptist Sunday School Standard Manual
A Manual of the Principles and Practice of Road-making
The Lutheran
Most Christians already know that they should be telling their friends about Jesus.
But they have been poorly equipped with methods that are no longer effective in
today's post-Christian world. As a result, many people become frustrated, blame
themselves, and simply give up. Evangelism in a Skeptical World is a textbook on
evangelism that is ideal for the church or the classroom to equip Christians with
the principles and skills they need to tell the unbelievable news about Jesus to
friends in a skeptical world. Many of the older principles and methods of
evangelism in the twentieth century no longer work effectively today. In a postChristian, post-churched, post-reached world we need new methods to
communicate the timeless message of the gospel in culturally relevant ways. Dr.
Chan combines the theological and biblical insights of classic evangelistic training
with the latest insights from missiology on contextualization, cultural
hermeneutics, and storytelling. Every chapter is illustrated with real-world
examples drawn from over fifteen years of evangelistic ministry. These are
methods that really work - with university students, urban workers, and high school
students - getting past the defensive posture that people have toward Christianity
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so they can seriously consider the claims of Jesus Christ. Field-tested and filled with
unique, fresh, and creative insights, this book will equip you to share the gospel in
today's world and help as many people as possible hear the good news about
Jesus.

Manual of Principles and Suggested Methods
EVANGELISM MANUAL This manual exemplifies the most effective methods of
evangelism. It also provides many strategic plans and guidelines for effective
evangelism. All believers, particularly those who aspire to be in leadership or are
currently in ministry should own this evangelism manual. This manual is a muchneeded resource in the field of evangelistic outreach. It seeks to give practical
training and equipping to those who wish to fulfill the call of the Great Commission.
The manual is useful for teaching, training, witnessing, follow-up discipleship,
launching your own ministry, and even for acquiring personal knowledge of
evangelism.

Manual of Social Science Being a Condensation of the
"Principles of Social Science" of H.C. Carey, LL. D by Kate
McKean
Cyclopadia Bibliographica:A Library Manual Of Theological And
General Literature, and guide to books for
Autors,preachers,students,and literary men.
This debut book by renowned international Apostolic preacher, Evangelist
Jacqueline Bell, provides lucid material which any believer can utilize to grow in
prayer and to teach others about this foundational spiritual discipline. Concerning
this book, Bishop Derrick A. Reeves, ThD, PhD, DD - Senior Pastor of End Time
Apostolic Christian Holiness Church - writes, "I highly recommend this book.
Evangelist Jacqueline Bell has produced a remarkable text concerning prayer that
is at once practical, informative, user-friendly, and an overall good read. Do not
hesitate to read this book!"

Evangelism Training Manual: for Leaders
The Lighthouse Movement Handbook
The Principles of Prayer
Christianity's Crisis in Evangelism
Reformed Evangelism
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The Christian Apostolate Its Principles Methods & Promise in
Evangelism
The Evangelists Manual
To adequately present the message of the Kingdom in the midst of a perverse
generation, we must study and apply ourselves. But knowledge alone is not
enough; wisdom, understanding and discernment are also required to effectively
minister God's Word. From her decades of ministry experience, Dr. Glories Powell
shares practical tools for ministers of the Gospel. In this handbook you will find
research techniques, sermon designs, ministry protocol, prophetic insights, and
revelation on several doctrinal truths. Before we expect the power of God's Word
to change lives, we must first allow the Holy Spirit to work through us. After more
than 25 years of experience in ministry and a doctorate in theology, Dr. Powell has
learned enough to know that there is much more to learn! Because a preacher or
evangelist must model their message and live what they teach, this handbook was
passionately written for those seeking to become skilled in presenting the Word of
God.

Josh McDowell's Youth Ministry Handbook
Evangelistic Work in Principle and Practice
Congregational Church polity, the first two books of A manual
of Congregational principles
Handbook For Evangelists & Ministers
The Bible Manual
In Evangelism: A Passion for the Lost, Dr. Mike points out that, though Evangelism
and Witnessing go hand-in-hand, they are two separate entities: one points the
person to the cross and the substitutionary sacrifice/atonement of Christ for every
believer, while the other is more of a lifestyle that unbelievers see and inquire
about Christ. This manual helps the believer to introduce Christ to those outside of
the ark of safety and not get it wrong, but present the true Jesus, as seen
throughout sacred scripture.

The Mimpriss system of graduated simultaneous instruction.
The amalgamated manual for superintendents
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The Baptist
Community Programs for Cooperating Churches
The Principles and Practice of Health Evangelism
With more than 300,000 copies in print, When Helping Hurts is a paradigm-forming
contemporary classic on the subject of poverty alleviation. Poverty is much more
than simply a lack of material resources, and it takes much more than donations
and handouts to solve it. When Helping Hurts shows how some alleviation efforts,
failing to consider the complexities of poverty, have actually (and unintentionally)
done more harm than good. But it looks ahead. It encourages us to see the dignity
in everyone, to empower the materially poor, and to know that we are all uniquely
needy—and that God in the gospel is reconciling all things to himself. Focusing on
both North American and Majority World contexts, When Helping Hurts provides
proven strategies for effective poverty alleviation, catalyzing the idea that
sustainable change comes not from the outside in, but from the inside out.

Evangelism in a Skeptical World
The Church Member's Manual
Evangelism God's Way Manual
Lay Preacher's Manual
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